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Former Daily photographer wins Pulitzer
By Victor Manuel Inzunta
Daily staff writer
SJSU alumnus Kim Komcnich was drenched
in champagne within minutes after hearing he had
won the PuliDer
In fact. the San Francisco Examiner staff
photographer Komenich and the Examiner photo
room were awash with champagne and beer as the
whole staff celebrated his victory Thursday.
Komcnich. 30. is a former Spartan Daily
staff photographer and photo editor, who graduated from SJSU in 1979.
The PuliDer is the most prestigious award in
journalism.
One of the first things Komenich did after
hearing he had won the award was to call Joe
Swan. his former photojournalism professor at
SJSU.
"I can’t believe it. I’m still stunned," said

1979 graduate Kim Komenich gets prestigious prize
Swan, adviser to the Spartan Daily photography
staff.
Swan said he was in Turlock vacationing
with his grandchildren when he received a telephone call from Komenich telling him he’d won
the Pulitmr.
"I couldn’t believe it. 1 was really flabbergasted," Swan said. "It is really nice to have
your grads achieve."
Komenich won the spot news award for a series of photographs documenting the fall of Philippines President Ferdinand Marcos.
Komenich said Monday that he made five
trips to the Philippines beginning in August 1984.

’I be 14-picture series portrayed the election and
its aftermath, shot from January to March of
1986.
Komenich said the project was the product of
three years of work by Examiner reporter Phil
Bronstein.
"We knew something was going to happen.
.l ’he Philippines has a had rcpuatation for elections and we knee it was time to get over there,"
Komenich said.
Komenich credited reporter Bronstein’s
many contacts in the Philippines which enabled
them to land interviews with Marcos and his wife
Imelda.

But Komenich said hc was able to complement the reporting with photo essays that allowed
Bronstein to write features on the situation in the
Philippines.
"I was able go to (the Philippines) and fill
out the rough edges.’ Komenich said.
"When Phil would follow up leads that
weren’t photographable or wouldn’t pan out. I’d
go out and find out great photo essays that he
could write on."
Komenich said that because of Bronstein’s
contacts they were able to be at places the rest of
the press corps did not know about.
S%% an said Komenich has asked hun inn ac -

company him to the award presentation in New
York.
Komenich said he will be presented with the
PuliDer medal May 18 at Columbia University in
New York City. He will also receive $1,000.
Swan said he plans to attend.
Swan said Komenich enjoys working on extended projects such as the Philippines assignment.
Komenich was part of an Examiner reporting
team that spent about nine months in the Philippines during a three-year period.
’’the Phiiippines story is a long-term project
that sometxxly works on,’’ Swan said. "You just
don’t go down there and take a few grab shots and
win a Pulitnr Price."
See PHOTOGRAPHER, page 5

CSU denies
union space
at SJSU site

Rooting for the home team

Credit union set to open
at off-campus location

(Jain catcher Boh Brenly puts the tag
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Julie Bennett Daily
Ilaitta pitcher Dat id Palmer. I. he Giants won the game in 10 innings, 2-1.

staff photographer

San Jose State Day at the Giants
a ’fun outing’ for more than 600
By Scott
Hamilton
Daily staff writer
A spirited crowd of more than 600
SJSU students, employees and their
friends and family members braved the
frigid wind tunnel known as Candlestick Park Saturday to watch the San
Francisco Giants pull out a/2-1 extrainning win over the Atlanta Braves.
With temperatures hovering in the
50s and a sun that never reached the
section where they were seated, the
SJSU revelers foresook the comforts of
more traditional spring break Shangri1.as.
But from the moment before the
game when stadium announcer Jeffrey
Bonds introduced President Gail Fullerton to the crowd of 24,043, the
cheering from the hardy SJSU clan
started and never let up.
Stepping up to a microphone on
the infield turf before the game. Fullerton said it was a pleasure to take part
in the fifth annual SJSU Day at the
Park.
After a short address, Fullerton
headed for a luxury hos with an armful
of flowers presented to her on field.
Fullerton said the idea for the annual
event got its impetus from Connie
1.uric, SJSU alumna and wife of Giants
owner Bob I .uric .
"It’s just sort of a fun outing."

in the front row was Salvador Rodrigum brother of 1.upe hopes, a project
secretary in the Special Education Department.
Rodriguee said he often attends
Giants home games and added that
Lopes rounded up 17 members of his
family for the outing because she knew
he was a Giants fan.
that’s why they’re here." he
said. pointing to those around him.
Huddled near the back of the assemblage was a group which was no
less enthusiastic.
Freshman nursing major Christine
Derenli, her sister Karen. a journalism
sophomore, their parents Ron and
Marie. both alumni of 1964, and Dave
Brady, a marketing senior, munched
ballpark staples of hot dogs and peanuts and hollered throughout the game.
When the Giants fell behind in the
seventh inning and chilling gusts
SJSU sophomore Karen Derenii and her sister Christine, a freshman prompted huddling among crowd
members. Brady and the Derenzis
at SJSU, went to the Giants game with their parents.
shrugged both threats off.
Fullerton said.
"It’s always cold here." Brady
he said moments after his debut on the
said. "But it’s not as cold as ins at San
And fun it was, particularly for mound.
I .ou 1.ucivero. stepfather of mechanical
When asked about the colossal Jose State when the heaters in the
engineering senior Maureen Hell. The number of his companions, I .ucivero &inns are out."
"They won’t lose." Karen Derpurchaser of 114 SJSU discount tick- said they included friends, relatives,
ets. Lucivero was granted the opportu- co-workers and even a couple of his en7.i said, with a look of defiance in her
eyes.
nity to pitch and keep the first ball of enemies.
Three innings and much shivering
the game.
Lucivero wasn’t the only ded"This is great, I’m still excited,
icated fan in the SJSU section. Perched later, her prophecy proved correct.

Fire sends smoke plume
towering over campus
By David Barry and Mark Foyer
Deity staff writers
A "not unexpected" four -alarm tire
broke out Monday at 6 p.m. in an auto
body shop near campus on the corner of
Pierce and Market streets.
The fire, which was started when an
automobile frame straightener machine
was used to remove a gas tank from a
car. A leak developed and apparently
met with a spark produced by the machine, causing the tire, said Capt. Dennis Madigan. information officer for the
San Jose Fire Department.

The fire sent a towering cloud of
black smoke that spiraled into the blue
sky high above downtown San Jose and
the SJSU campus.
The building, valued at $1.6 million, contains other businesses, including a supply shop and other automotive
businesses,
Damage is estimated at $800,000.
including $700.000 for the structure and
$100.000 for the contents of the building.
Madigan said one person was
treated for smoke inhalation, another had
.See FIRE, page 5

CSU, union
still differ
on issues
By Tom Dunlap
Daily staff writer
Negotiators for the CSU and
faculty’s union continue to wait
for the outcome of the latest round
in their stalled contract talks.
The results of a report to he
issued later this month may enable
the faculty in the California State
See CONTRACT, page

David Barry
Daily staff writer
The Washington Square Federal Credit Union will finally be opening, but not on
campus.
After its charter was approved in October. the credit union had its long-awaited
request denied to open in the Associated Students Business Office.
The request was turned down April
it by Mayer Chapman, general counsel to
the California State University system. ’Credit unions are not
and John Hillyard, director of CSU business and auxiliary services, because it supposed to compete.
does not comply with a 1973 CSU board
of trustees resolution, said Jean Lenart. There is supposed to be a
an administrator in the A.S. business offamily atmosphere.’
fice.
Instead, the credit union will be
MichaelMcLennan,
opening Thursday on the first floor of the
credit union chairman
University Club. said Mike McLennan.
credit union chairman.
The University Club is located at
The credit union currently has the
Eighth and San Salvador streets,
support of President Gail Fullerton. the
According to the resolution, "bankAcademic Senate, the AS., the Califoring services provided on campus should
nia State Employees Credit Union, and
he available for all student, staff and orthe Municipal Employees Credit Union
ganDations of the college community."
of San Jose Inc., according to an AcaThe credit union allows students.
demic Senate resolution introduced by
faculty and alumni to use its services.
Boothe. The credit union is also seeking
McLennan said. However, faculty are
support of the California State Student
not allowed to be voting members or to
Association.
have the same privileges as students and
"We want the trustees to address
alumni, he said,
the credit union by themselves and grant
’the main reason for not allowing an exception." McLennan said. "The
faculty and staff to be voting members is purpose of the credit union is to provide
that they can belong to the California services."
State Employee Credit Union No. 9. McUntil then, the credit union will oplennan said,
crate in the University Club. The credit
The National Credit Union Adminunion will open its doors Thursday from
istration. which oversees college credit
10 a.m. until 3 p.m. for its 30 current
unions, does not allow members of one
members and anyone interested, Murcredit union to be voting members of antagh said.
other, he said.
It will be open Monday from 10
The only way around the rule would a.m. to 2 p.m. and Wednesday from 10
be for the California State Employee a.m. to 3 p.m.. he said.
Credit Union to write a letter to the
The grand opening is slated for May
NCUA releasing their members to be a 6, McLennan said.
part of the Washington Square Federal
The University Club will be a tern Credit Union.
porary location, he said. The credit
"Credit unions are not supposed to union, which has over $200,000 in ascompete. Mclennan said. "There is sets, will he paying $230 a month to rent
supposed to be a family atmosphere and the space in the club. The credit union
they are suppose to work together."
would have paid $120 a month for the
Members of the credit union had space in the business office.
hoped that Hillyard and Chapman would
"We won’t get the foot traffic we
declare that the credit union was not a would get for the business office. " said
banking service and would not fall under Rose.
the resolution.
However. Murtagh and McLennan
McLennan, A.S. President Tom did not think the location would have a
Boothe and WSFCU President Nigel great effect on business.
Murtagh will appear before the trustees
"We will be setting up tables like
in July to seek an exemption to open in the Scars Savings Bank does in front of
the business office.
the student union," said Mel .ennnan.

Budget committee wants to ban
spending A.S. funds on alcohol
It Dat id Barry
Daily staff writer
A stipulation in the A.S. budget committee’s proposed
1987-88 budget would not allow A.S. funds lobe used for the
purchase of alcohol.
which will be
The stipulation, along with the budget
taken from the recommendations from the budget committee
and Associated Students President Tom Boothe will be decided by the A.S. board of directors at its next meeting, scheduled for Wednesday.
The budget committee recommended the stipulation to
protect the A.S. from liability for alcohol -related lawsuits, said
Ten Cooper, committee member and A.S. director of spon-

sored programs.
However, Cooper did not want the action of the budget
committee misinterpreted.
"We’re not disapproving of alcohol," she said. the
most important thing is that we don’t want to be liable for an
injury or a death."
The question of liability was raised when the rugby club
came before the committee. The club, which receives money
from the A.S.. uses alcohol at its games. "We weren’t singling
them out. We just don’t want the A.S. liable for an accident,"
Cooper said. The stipulation does not prevent alcohol from
being served at the activities.
See ALCOHOL. page 5
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Editorial

A.S. members should not turn lobbyist
he Associated Students Board of Directors
needs to take action prohibiting former
board members from lobbying for funds
from members they served with.
The most recent example of this is lobbying by former A.S. Controller Gabriel Miramonies, who resigned from that position earlier
this semester. Since then, he successfully lobbied the A.S. special allocations committee on
behallof the Chicana Alliance, a women’s Hispanic group, for $2,155. During his term of office Miramontcs was in charge of the special allocations committee. He should not be in a
situation where he can obtain funds from his
former fellow board members.
Miramontes knows the inner workings of
the A.S. allocation process, because he was in
the position to allocate money himself. He is an
expert, as he was elected to the office of controller for two consecutive terms.
These are the very reasons why Miramontes should not be lobbying at all. He has
connections and influence just by virtue of
the fact he once held office with the very people he is trying to get money from. The A.S.

board of directors could be partial toward Miramontes, or any other former board member, because of past association.
The A.S. should not let this activity continue. Although Miramontes has no connection
with the group he lobbied for, the principle of
not allowing former members to lobby for
funds should be adhered to.
This can be compared to the situation with
Michael Deaver and the federal government.
Deaver once served as an aid to President Reagan. After he left his position he started his
own professional lobbying firm, and is now
being investigated for illegally using his influence in Washington to make money. Congress
passed legislation to curb this kind of activity,
and the A.S. should do the same.
The A.S. should adopt a rule stating that
any member of the A.S. board of directors who
resigns during a term of office can’t lobby for
A.S. funds while the board he served on is still
in office.
Granted, the effects at SJSU will not be as
large-scale as the ones in Washington, but the
principle with student money is the same

Lesson of Len Bias’ death forgotten
It has been almost 10 months since University ot
Maryland All-American basketball player Len Bias died of a
heart attack induced by cocaine usage. After his death, many
felt that drug abuse would decline. They said that drug testing
could have saved Bias life.
But drug abuse hasn’t decreased. Drug testing won’t stop
athletes from taking drugs. They’ll keep on taking drugs. Just
check what has happened in the months frillowine Bias’ death.
Don Rogers. a Cleveland Brown defensive back, died
after taking cocaine at his own bachelor party. His death occurred 10 days diet Bias died. Said one player after Rodgers’
death: "I was suppose to he an usher
at his wedding. Instead. I’m going talked of how he was on cocaine while playing in the 1985
to be a pallbearer at his funeral."
semifinal game against Memphis State University, and a few
Quarterback Tony Robinson weeks later while he was at a reception at the White House.
and fullback H.R. Cooper. both from the University of TennesThere has been talk that drug testing could have prevented
see. are serving one-year jail sentences for cocaine trafficking.
many of these incidents from happening. This isn’t true. For as
The National Basketball Association suspended Houston long as there are professional athletes who have extra money to
Rockets players Lewis Lloyd and Mitchell Wiggens after the spend, there will be drug dealers waiting to sell these athletes
two failed drug tests.
drugs.
Golden State Warrior rookie Chris Washburn checked
What is needed is more education on the dangers of drugs.
himself into a drug treatment center for a cocaine problem.
Athletes have to be shown that drugs won’t make them play
Vida
Blue,
who
had
just
signed
a
contract
with
the
Oak.
better or feel better. Professional sports have tried to educate
, land Athletics, retired from baseball after failing a drug test. athletes on the dangers. The National Football league. Major
Blue was suspended from the major leagues in 1984 after league Baseball and the NBA all have launched drug educaspending time in pnson for drug possession while playing for tion programs.
the Kansas City Royals.
But in the end, players will still buy drugs. The rookies.
Dwight Gooden. the New York Mets’ ace pitcher. who arc making big bucks for the first time in life, have extra
checked himself into a drug treatment center after confessing to money: and don’t know how to spend it. Along will come the
a problem with cocaine.
drug dealers who tell the athletes that drugs will be good for
Eddie Milner. a San Francisco Giants outfielder, checked them. And quickly, the money is spent.
himself into a clinic for dependency on an unnamed drug.
And with it will come the stones about athletes who will
The Phoenix Suns of the NBA were rocked by two sepa- enter drug treatment centers, be arrested for drug charges or die
rate drug scandals last week. Walter Davis, an all-star guard for of drug overdoses.
the Suns, re-entered a drug treatment center after having a reIn his essay at the end of 1986, Sports Illustrated columlapse of cocaine abuse. Davis spent 30 days in a treatment cen- inst Frank Dcford said Bias’ 1987 resolution should be to be
ter in 1986. In a related incident, also last week, three current remembered for how he died. If people remember this, then his
members of the Suns and two former players were indicted on death might not be in vain.
drug trafficking charges.
Unfortunately, people have forgotten what killed Bias.
In March the nation was shocked by the story of Gary Mc- One has to wonder what might have been if Bias had lived.
Lain. McLain, a point guard who led Villanova University to a Would he have been a superstar for the Boston Celtics, as some
basketball championship in 1985. told, in a Sports Illustrated have claimed’? Or would he have ended up in a drug-treatment
article, of his usage of drugs while he played for the Wildcats. center like fellow -top-draft -choice Washburn’? We’ll never
McLain said he got high on cocaine the cli Bias died He knom.

_viewpoint_

Female clergy can serve God too
In the United States, about 8,000 ordained women are
able to perform religious ceremonies in the two main religions Christianity and Judaism. Three groups which don’t
allow women priests or rabbis are the Roman Catholics. sections of the Eastern Orthodox Church and Orthodox Jews.
From the beginning of their instruction. Roman Catholic
girls are taught they can’t be priests. Women who feel a calling
from God arc told they can be nuns, but that is an insult and a
poor substitute for ordination. Nuns arc respected within the religious world, but are not able to dispense sacraments which IS
very important in the church.
In fact, the big joke within the Catholic community is that
nuns really control the private schools instead of the priests.
The fact that nuns do support and
maintain many worthwhile services
is not the point. If a man does not
want to be a priest he can be a deacon or a brother. Women have basically one option though
the Catholic Church does allow women to be Eucharistic ministers now.
Because religious organizations prohibit women priests
and rabbis, many will become frustrated or eventually leave the
religious organisation.
In an article in an April issue of Insight magasinc. thc
Rev. Jacques Boissiere. an Episcopal pnest, said women preachers he has watched are "dedicated and excellent preachers
who go straight to the point while male preachers often lose
themselves in abstractions."
He then said problems occur when women pncsts fall in
love because females are more emotional than males and this
may damage their ministry.
Lcontinc T.C. Kelly, a United Methodist bishop, insists
women clergy can teach male religious leaders and married
couples a different kind of ministry. She said in an article in
Insight that women clergy don’t think of the ministry as a way
to define themselves. Because women don’t regard their role
within the ministry as a profession, it’s all right for them to
admit their mistakes. In these ways. women clergy create a
more approachable image and God knows all of the major religions need help in this area.
No church or synagogue is enriched by members who feel
ignored, confused or insulted. Their message is "women may
be good for some roles in religious circles, but they aren’t good
enough to be powerful messengers of God "
Thc reasons women want to be prests or rabbis don’t dif-

Viewpoint

Deborah G.
Guadan

fer from those of men. No matter who an individual is, a call to
serve God should depend on the person’s ability to act with
faith as a leader in the community.
One’s sex determines many things in our society such as
gender roles and job abilities. Faith is a gift from God not a
way to further degcncgratc women’s spirituality.
Half-jokingly, a woman tells a friend she would become a
priest if her religion allowed it and approved of married priests.
What she wants is to develop the feminine spirit within organised and male -dominated religions.
After the development of patriarchal societies, groups
who dedicated themselves to female deities gradually faded
out. Religious leaders today say the Bible validates the exclusion of women as clergy. Most leaders of organised religions
fail to remember, or at least mention, that the pre -historic religion of the Creatress. which focused on the nununng and creative forces of the universe. The female spint dominated this religion. but the only people who are taught this arc religion and
women’s studies’ students.
Women gain strength from strong role models. Active
members of religious organisations develop a stronger faith
with a diverse education. By admitting women clergy, religious organisations will benefit because more females will fulfill their spiritual needs.
Before records were kept and religious hierarchies wen
organised. women held positions of respect and fulfillment
They were leaders in their communities. Women clergy want ti
offer change, not the destruction of ancient traditions, Our so
c,iety has supposedly progressed since pre-histonc times. In
stead of staying in one place and denying women clergy thi
chance to actively pursue their call to faith, let them serve Got
and not male ego.
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Letters to the Editor
Provide foreign -language tapes
- I am writing about the April 6 article titled "Minority Education Upgrade is Crucial."
I have read part of Amado Padilla’s speech. To some extent I agree with him that "if a student does not base lessons in
his own language, he may fall behind." There are students at
SJSU. including myself, who use English as a second language.
However, there arc many of us who lack proficiency in
English. and I believe we can be helped considerably it provided with tapes in our native languages explaining the concepts of certain courses. For example, in Biology 10. a friend
often seeks help from me for interpretation. I. in turn, may ask
for help from others. Biology 10 is an introductory course to
science and students need to comprehend the fundamental concepts to advance to higher courses.
Although there are those who can speak. write, and read
English well, there arc times when they don’t understand everything the professors say. Just imagine that 25 percent of students can’t even understand the language. What will become of
those of us who are not proficient in English?
Having tapes in our native languages explaining the conepets may be a small step toward the enhancement of education.
but it is a step that will lead to a more enriched and meaningful
life for us. We would be well-educated individuals who speak
English as a second language.
Minh I.e
Freshman
Computer Science

Break the stagnation of boredom
Lditor.
I’m writing in response to I.isa Bobadilla’s April 6 Viewpoint, titled "It’s Possible to Remove Stagnation, Boredom
from Life." I’d like to thank her for having written such a fundemental yet thoughtful piece.
It has been such a long lime since I read an article about
boredom and stagnation. Nowadays. people tend to follow the
crowd and have the same belief as a group which isn’t bad
at all if one is still concerned about him or herself once in a
while. But being a little individualistic would bring people controlover their lives.
Personally. I have just confronted boredom in my first
year at SJSU. I used to have lunches and dinners at the same
place every day. Finally, I came to the point that I didn’t care
what I ate as long as I had something in my stomach,
Bobadilla has shown the effects of being bored and stagnating, which in serious cases, can lead to suicidal tendencies.
It’s fascinating to know that boredom from daily life could pile
up and cause a person to make a fatal decision. I hope that
many other readers have gotten the same message from the
piece as I have.
Brian Tejavanija
Freshman
Business

Publish student -help programs
Editor.
I would like to compliment you on a job well done for the
Spartan Daily. but I do have a few questions. As an SJSU student, I am faced with many difficult tasks and responsibilities,
such as carrying a full load, staying up late at night to prepare
for exams, trying to hold down a full-time job. and so on.
My question is why doesn’t the Daily publish all of the
many student -improvement programs available to SJSU students? Yes, I know there are plenty of posters around campus,
bull feel a majonty of SJSU students rely on the Daily for campus information. I really believe that students, freshmen especially, need information about what programs and opportunities are available.
I know that everyone on the Daily staff is trying to do a
good job, but I believe strongly in this issue. The most important goal for SJSU students is to become better individuals, and
you can help by publishing news of the various programs, tutorials. mentors, inspirational seminars and the like
Juanetta Dawson
Freshman
Accounting
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Constitution celebration

li ,,.+. Trig a party without any trouble is tough work.
TiSometimes the problems are not worth having one
at all
But Amerivians are truly party animals, and when
there is in reason to celebrate. Americans party sealously,, despite the odds. It doesn’t matter what the celebranon rs’,mlly means, just as long as it’s wild and crazy
First was the corporation -funded Statue of Libert
extravaganza last year that many doubted would be
successful. And there are the problem-plagued plans for
the Golden Gate Bridge birthday’ hoopla next month.
Following in this new tradition of controversial
celebrations is the festival ot the United States
Constitution.
Elie party in Philadelphia marking the 200th anniversary of the document that serses as a foundation of
this country’s hash: beliefs and ideals is having its share
of headaches
Judging trom the problems the hosts face, perhaps
they should send out Lards stating. ’The party has been
canceled."
We the People 200, organisers of the planned six.
month festival, have only raised half of the $20 million
needed for the extravaganza, which is scheduled to begin
in five weeks, according to an article in the Chicago
Tribune.
only has the agency had internal problems
Ntit
leading to the resignation of its chairman earlier
this month, but the plans for the party are simply
not falling into place.
’ ’The same problem underlines everything," said a
Philadelphia civic leader. "How do you celebrate an
idea’?"
The answer: not with a lot of useless hoopla.
Something as important as the anniiersary of the U.S.
Constitution should be celebrated, hut w ith dignity. Fun
and games are fine for family picnics, btu in the spirit of
the constitution, the celebration should be more
educational and inspiring.
We the Pewit. 200 plans, if all goes well, that the
festival will include more than 200 events
including
parades, concerts. seminars. tours, a hot-air-balloon
race, a political humor conference, a symbolic
congressional session and President Reagan and other
legislative leaders leading what organizers say will be the
largest parade in U.S. history.

Despite

the patriotic theme. the RSVP answers so
far have not been favorable.
Chrysler Corp. withdrew its commitment for
a $2 million contribution. The Commission of the
Bicentennial of the Linited States Constitution, a federal
agency chaired by former Supreme Court Justice Warren
Burger, also turned down a request of the same amount.
"No shows’’ also include a meeting of the Supreme
Court in Philadelphia and a full congressional joint
session. To top it all, former President Gerald Ford and
former House of Representatives Speaker Thomas O’Neil
declined invitations to he the national spokesperson for
the festival.
Instead of spending so much time and money for yet
another overblown party.We the People 200 should
have focused on educating the public more about the
U.S. Constitution. The document has lasted 200 years,
and the public deserves to reminded of the role the U.S.
Constitution plays in our lives.
A big parade, a hot -air-balloon race and music
concerts shouldn’t be top priorities during this historic
celebration. Such activities would only clash with the
meaning of the U.S. Constitution: a democratic society
bawd on individual freedoms.
While Americans wait to see if We the People 200
can scramble and round up the other $10 million for the
celebration, maybe someone will realise the celebration
misses the point of the 1 $ Constitution and it is just too
expensise
Pill1111:111 is

the niertainer editor.
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Spartan Daily sweeps
college press awards

Dateline

WWII internment case panned

By Deborah J. Kaplan
Da% id Rickard and Veda Anderson radio document:1r) "World of the
Daly staff writer
won best news series, taking first and Blind."
he Spartan Daily non the Califor- second place, respectively. The third
nia Intercollegiate Press Association place award for the best human interest
Debra Peterson, Kathy Lowe and
sweepstakes at the 1987 CIPA conven- article, feature went to Brian Fedrow. Elizabeth Camplone took second in that
tion April 10 and II at the San Jose Andy Bird won third place for best edito- category with their piece entitled "Who
are Our Homeless."
Hyatt Hotel.
rial.
The SJSU newspaper won the
Angelo Lopez won third place for
Best radio sports story went to
sweepstakes by accumulating 35 points his editorial cartoon, and Andrew Hamm
in various categories. California State and Lynn Louie placed second for best Chuck Malany, Mark Reeves won best
radio
in-house announcement with his
University at Fullerton’s Daily Titan fol- opinion section. David Wenstrom won
entry "Music M."
lowed with 26 points.
third for best humor column. Roger GilThe Spartan Daily’s awards include bert won third for best sports news arti,First place for best television newssecond place for best newspaper special cle.
cast went to Debra Clark. and Chris Penn
section and first and second for the best
F.rol Gurian took first in best news won first for best telev ision sports story
newspaper news section. The Daily won photograph and Ken I.am won for best for his "Chanipions" entry; an honoraboth first and third place for best overall news photographic essay.
ble mention was given to Jim Runner for
design.
SJSU’s radio and television news "Telford."
Tyrone van Hooydonk and Carl programs also took a number of awards.
Erol
Scarbrough took first and third places re- including: Luerezia I.a Russa won first Magazine Gurian won first place for Best
Color Photograph for Access
spectively for front page layout. Scar- place best radio news story: and Olaf and Dave
brough also took third place for the best Skuladottir, Dabra Burris and Cecil tion for Zarick won an honorable menhis magazine illustration, also
news article.
Houston for their first place winning for Access

crease imports and drop quotas on foreign goods "as a matter of principle.’
Yeutter said the new tariffs imposed by the Reagan adon the
ministration represent "a relatively small blip
screen of economic relationships between the two countries" and should not be permitted "to cloud the much more
important economic and political relationship."
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WASHINGTON I API Citing benefits to national
security from possibly vast pools oil to be found. Interior
Secretary Donald P. Hodel recommended Monday that
Congress open an Alaskan wildlife refuge to oil drilling.
The recommendation to open 1.5 million acres of the
19 million -acre Arctic National Wildlife Refuge on the
Arcti Ocean along the Yukon border was no surprise.
Hodel. a former energy secretary, has long sought ways to
increase domestic oil and gas production.
But he cs ill likely fox long odds in getting Congress to

OISO. Japan (AP) New U.S. tariffs on some Japanese products should not affect the over-all relationship between the two allies. American trade representative Clayton
Yeutter said Monday.
He said imposition of the duties last Saturday was not a
protectionist act and the U.S. trade deficit will not be eliminated by solving individual issues, but he urged Japan to in-

house the Journalism and Mass Communications Department as a result of the
renovation of Dwight Bentel Hall, she
said.
The department will he moving in
the summer of 1988 and will stay for the
duration of the renovation, which will
take about 18 months to complete. Asuncion said.
If anybody goes through (Dwight
Bentel Hall). it’s obvious." she said.
’’The plywood supports on the ceiling
were not intended to be permanent
fixes."
Some of the functional problems of
Dwight Bente! Hall include inadequate
electrical supply, plumbing and ventilation, she said.
"There are a lot of things that the
(Journalism and Mass Communications
Department) arc doing now that could be
better served with a better building."
Asuncion also said facilities and
planning will submit plans to the chancellor’s office in May in regards to the
renovation of the Administration Building.

approve his recommendation.
Hodel said he firmly believed the successful development of the Prudhoe Bay field 100 miles to the west of
the refuge showed that "oil and gas activities can be con-

ducted on the coastal plain of the arctic refuge in a manner
consistent with the need to conserve the area’s environmental and wildlife values.’
The chief environmental threat has been seen as disturbance to preferred calving grounds of the 160.000-strong
Porcupine caribm herd.

Church runs out of chances

Yeutter spoke at a privately organized meeting of Japanese and U.S. government and business leaders at Oiso, a
seaside city southwest of Tokyo.
He arrived Sunday, a day after the United States imposed tariffs worth $300 million on selected Japanese goods
retaliation
for Japan’s alleged violation of a 7 -month -old
in
agreement on trade in semiconductors.
Washington accused Japan of selling computer chips at
unfairly low prices in third countries and of failing to open
its semiconductor market sufficiently to American products.
Japan denied the charges and has asked the United
States for consultations under the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade.
Earlier Monday. Yeutter told Foreign Minister Tadashi
Kuranari that Japan’s stimulation of its domestic market has
been "insufficient" and declared: "Frankly speaking, we
need action rather than debate.’’
The United States wants Japan to stimulate its domestic economy so the market for both foreign and Japanese
products will expand.

WASHINGTON 1A15)
The Supreme Court refused
Monday to continue sparing the Church of Scientology of
California, loser of a $30 million lawsuit, from having to
post an appeal bond that may bankrupt it
The justices, without comment, let

stand state court
rulings that the church must pay either a $60 million cash
bond or a $45 million surety bond while appealing former
Scientologist I
Wollersheim’s $30 million victory.
The high court last Nov. 3 had postponed the effect of
the state court rulings until it studied the church’s formal appeal.
Wollersheim, a Scientologist for II years, said church
members harassed him and tried to drive his novelty business into bankruptcy. Scientology officials denied the
charges, but a jury in Isis Angeles ruled for Wollersheim
Under California law, the church was required to post
a bond either two or I times as large as the jury award
while appealing

Computer conference provides network for ideas
By Rosa Tong
Daily staff writer
’(SJSU) is a large campus, which provides us
Computers have revolutionized education to the extent that students and inwith the labs.
access
structors may feel handicapped without
the machines.
Judah Rosenwald,
Keeping up with daily advancedirector at Fiscal and Computing Services
ments in computer technology, the CaliSan Francisco State University.
fornia Educational Computing Consortium, a group of "computer avids" from
colleges and universities around the personal computers, application for com- SCSSI4
".1.114! workshop went extremely
state, organizes a yearly workshop and mercial software packages. programs in
conference focusing on computer appli- several computer languages, application well." said Crosman Jay Clark. SJSU
associate
in
education.
cations
professor in marketing and
for computer graphics, artificial intelliThis year. SJSU hosted the gence, and microcomputing in the fu- quantitative studies, and workshops director.
workshop held on April 9 and 10.
ture.
With the advent of the personal
All the workshops were held at
Most of the sessions were presented
computer and easy operating instruc- by SJSU faculty. Also conducting the computer labs around campus, except for
tions, almost every discipline has uses sessions were representatives from four lectures, Clark said.
Because most of the sessions infor the computer, said Al Leidy, chair- DeAnza and Hartncll colleges and the
man of the consortium.
volved hands-on practice, they had to be
University of California at Santa Cruz.
"The objective of a computer is to
Private industries sent experts to held in computer labs.
"SJSU has a tremendous capability
use them as a tool in different fields
demonstrate products and lecture on the
from raising a child, to sports. to sci- use of personal computers. Tours of in terms of computing system." Clark
director
ence." said Judah Rosenwald,
Hewlett-Packard Corporation and Tan- said.
Despite a slight disappointment
of Extended Education’s division of Fis- dem Computers Inc. were also included
with the Sin of the audience, Rosencal and Computing Services at San Fran- in the program.
cisco State University.
Approximately 155 people attended wald, who also coordinated the event
The conference consisted of 46 ses- the conference and although most of the said "the program was very successful.
"(SJSU) is a large campus, which
sions, with topics ranging from the el- attendants were faculty members from
ementary to the most sophisticated. colleges and universities around the provides us access with the labs. The
Among the topics were: introduction to state. about 30 students signed up for the equipment was the basis for our suc-
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Alaskan oil drilling explored

sion is expected by July.
After the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941. the
federal government forcibly removed from their homes Japanese -Americans and Japanese eititens living in California
and parts of Oregon. Washington and Arizona.

By Gene C. Johnson Jr.
Daily staff writer
Once renovation of Wahlquist library is completed, students will be able
to register and pay for their university
fees in one building as opposed to current procedure where students are required to go to several sites to complete
registration.
Not only will construction affect
registration, but the university is in the
process of relocating departments and
services.
After renovation, Admissions and
Records will move to Wahlquist library
Central with the financial aid business
office and the cashier’s office moving to
the first floor of Wahlquist Library
South, said Peggy Asuncion, facilities
planning manager.
Bids will be placed today with the
lowest bidding contractor evaluated by
the California State University Chancellor’s Office, she said.
Construction will begin in the next
couple of months and will cost an estimated $1.4 million, she said.
The chancellors’s office will select
the contractor and finalize a completion
date, she said.
The summer of 1988 completion
date has been tentatively set on preliminary plans. Asuncion said.
"Students will only have to go between Wahlquist South and Wahlquist
Central to do their enrollment and registration," Asuncion said.
"(Admissions and Records) will
have much better student filing areas."’
she said. "they simply don’t have the

Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934

SACRAMENTO t AP)
A bill ID order the state to
finish a study on whether there should be healthy and safety
standards for computer terminals by next year was approved
by the state Assembly on Monday.
The bill. AB3414 by Assemblywoman Sally ’fanner. DE1 Monte, was sent to the Senate by a 61-4 vote with node bate.
’rhe Standards Board of the California Occupational
Safety and Health Adininistration last August ordered the
Division of Occupational Sato) and Health to conduct a
study on whether the state should have standards for workers who spend hours in front ot computer terminals.
Unions representing such workers claim the video display terminals. Of VI YI s. cause problems such as eye and
back pains
The legislature last year passed a bill requiring such a
study, hut (his George Deukmejian vetoed it because he
said the Standards Board had alreacls ordered the studs

000 U.S. citizens and resident aliens ot Japanese ancestry
were taken from their homes and put in concentration camps
for up to four years
He called the banishment "a deplorable episode."
adding. "The allies did not alw ays adhere to the values for
which they were fighting."
A federal appeals court ruled that the government must
defend itself at trial against the property -loss claims, estimated in the billions of dollars. The Supreme Court’s deci-

Trade delegate defends tariffs

room to do that now "

Computer standards proposed

The Reagan ;Administration
WASHINGTON (AP)
said Monday the World War II detention of Japanese -Americans in U.S. prison camps shamed the nation, but it still
urged the Supreme Court to kill a lawsuit stemming from
the internment.
Solicitor General Charles Fried. the administration’s
top-ranking courtroom lawyer, argued that "ordinary rules
of law" should apply to the lawsuit "no matter how much
balm we would like to apply to the wound. ’
He said a 1983 suit, which seeks compensation for
property losses suffered by those imprisoned, was filed in
the wrong federal court and was tiled too late
But Fried also used the administration’s strongest language to date in condemning the internment. in which 12(1.-

Wahlquist construction may
alleviate registration process
Electronic, heating, cooling, and
ventilation upgrades will be some of the
renovations for Wahlquist. Asuncion
said.
The interior of Wahlquist is the
most important aspect of the remodeling
process.
1The interior) will appear much
like a bank setting." she said.
After renovation, the university library will occupy all six floors of the library’s northern wing with the first floor
for the Reserve liookroom. she said.
The second floor of Wahlquist Central will continue to house the Student
Outreach, Equal Opportunity and General Education Advisement programs.
The third floor of Wahlquist Central
will house the business affairs office for
the campus, she said.
The building renovation is a part of
the Major Capital Outlay Program to renovate all three portions of Wahlquist library and to secure library functions in
the Northern Wing of Wahlquist library,
she said.
Wahlquist will also temporarily

Spartaguide
The Student Magazine Association
will have a bake sale from 7:45 a.m. to I
p.m. today in the Student Union. Call
Dona 1.eyva at 287-3682 for information.
The International Organization
Council will Mild a meeting at 11:30
a.m, today on the third floor of the Student Union. Call Marcus Aiu at 2773201 for information.
The Theatre Arts Department will
hold the 82nd Dorothy Kauchcr Contest
for Excellence in Oral Interpretation at
12:30 p.m. today in the Studio Theatre
of Hugh Gillis Hall. Call Bridget Kowalczyk at 277-7773 for information.
The Community Committee for International Students will hold conversation in English from 1:30 to 3:30 p.n)
today and 10 a.m, to noon tomorrow in
the Administration Building. Room 222
Meetings will also be held from 1:30 to
3:30 p.m. Thursday and 12:30 to 2:3(1
p.m. Friday. Call Muriel Andrews at
279-4575 for information.
The Pre-Medical Students Association will hold a seminar on Health Care
and Disaster at 4 p.m. today in the Science Building, Room 164. Call Oscar
Battle at 277-3622 for information.
The Financial Management Association will sponsor guest speaker Marshall Sklarew. from Prudential-Bache
Securities, at 5 p.m. today Call Morcen
Atwcu at 296-3842 for information
The SJSU Ultimate Club is chang-
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Thc SJSU Campus Democrats will
ing its practice schedule to 5 to 8 p.m
today, tomorrow and Friday at William have a membership meeting at noon toStreet Park in San Jose. Call Terry Mc- morrow in the A.S. Conference Room
(third floor of the Student Union). Call
Carthy at 279-0563 for information.
Roger Wert at 277-3201 for information.
The Disabled Students Association
The College Republicans will hold
is presenting the 10th Annual Disability
Awareness Day from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. its weekly meeting at 12:30 p.m. tomortomorrow at the Student Union Amphi- row in the Student Union Guadalupe
theater. Call Donna Ellis at 277-2971 for Room. Call Jill Cisowski at 358-1061 for
information.
infOrmation.

Rosenwald said. "We’ll do it
again tat SJSU
The purpose of the workshop was
mostly for personal enrichment, but
sometimes, administrators learn new applications to teach to their co-workers,
said Alexia Devlin, manager of systems
and procedures at San Francisco State,
who helped organize the program.
Computers have served as administrative support and the interest has

cc’.’..

switched from academic to adminstralive,
so
the
consortium offers a
workshop that accommodates both areas.
I eidy said.

The consortium organizes the
workshop in the spring and a conference
in the fall. The fall conference. or "call

UncoverYour
True Potential.,,
Place an ad
in the
Spartan Daily.
277-3171

Professionill
Resumes
OVERNIGHT

for papers" is scheduled for November.
The "call for papers" gives faculty and
staff from colleges and universities
around the state a chance to present their
research on computer-related topics.
From about 110 papers submitted.
56 get selected for presentation. Rosenwald said.
Papers are chosen on the basis of
content and timeliness of the subject. Because of the limited number of presentations, many papers do not get selected,
Rosenwald said.
The "call for papers" provides a
sharing of ideas and a chance to see a different environment that one has a lot in
common with, Devin said. "There’s a
lot of exchange with other colleges,’ ’ she

said
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SJSU women win PCAA Championship by 30 strokes
Hy Stephen I:Ilium
Daily stall writer
1 fx..y ieast haw been holding
something back
Not on’ during the 19116 117
season had the S1St ’ women’s golf

Golf
team dominated a tournament in such
a way as they did this past weekend at
the PCAA Championships in San
Ihego
Although the Spartans had a
three -stroke lead utter the first round.
Coach Mark Gale was convinced that
they weren’t playing up to their potential and admitted that he was a but
concerned going into the second
round.
But the pattern was all too tarniliar. First the rocky start, then the
strong finish.
Then: certainly was no question
as to whether or not the Spartans
would win the conference title. c%cn
though they were coming off a disappointing rinith-place finish at the
lady Sun lks. it. But the margin ray ictory was somewhat tit a surprise
SJSU glided to the PCAA title
with a second -round score of 2146, an
all-time low tor the team. The Spartans turned their first -round, three stroke lead into a 30-stroke victory’
over San Diego State, 601 -h31
"We went into San Ihego
knowing we had to win," Gale said.
"In the first round we were uptight
and not playing too well. But the wcund round was the best round we’ve
had here in 10 years.
"We ended the season on a high
note. It would have been much more
difficult entering the Nationals after
finishing ninth in a tournament."
The team’s second -round score
was highlighted by Julie Rails’ three -

under -par 1)9, which tied a course record. Rails finished second individually with a 150 in the two rounds.
"Julie’s dad showed up for the
three rounds in Phoenix and then
watched the first round of this tournament." Gale said. "After that he told
Julie if she breaks 70 - gets into the
60-range
she’ll get a thousand
bucks. So she’s cleaning up
All five Spartans finished in the
Top 10, including Dana Tolland,
who won the conference individual
title with a 146. She was also honored
as PCAA Player of the Year.
Gale was named PCAA Couch
of the Year.
"It’s certainly an honor to be
picked by fellow coaches," Gale
said. Whenever your peers select you
as the best among them, it’s really an
honor.
"I think you should he selected
not just for coaching, but for what
you present to women’s golf. My
computerixed statistics and ability to
have the tournament results just minutes after it’s over is unprecedented."
Gale felt Lifland was certainly
deserving of her award and he is very
optimistic of her being selected as an
All-American.
I.isa Ipkendam finished third in
the tournament with a 151. Anne
Jones finished sixth at 156 and Nancy
Brown shot a 159. good enough to tic
her tor 10th.
The Spartans now have four
weeks to prepare for the NCAA
Championships to be held May 24-27
in Albuquerque, N.M.
Gale said three of the weeks will
he for preparation. The women will
get a week off for final exams.
"I think we’ll be able to carry
the momentum into the Nationals,
Gale said. "Being both mentally prepared and physically prepared will
give us a good shot.-

Apnl Swift
5,151 golfer Dana Loftin& left. N% atches as teammate Julie Rails sins
up a shot during a practice session at the San Jose Country Club, The

Daily staff photographer

practice paid off. as SJSU won the PCAA Championship
Diego this past weekend by a whopping 30 strokes.

in San

Spartans win UCSB series
Team hosts fourth-ranked Stanford today
By ’stark Foyer
Daily staff writer
Sooner or later, SJSU baseball
coach Sam Piraro felt the Spartans might
be able to get a few breaks. In defeating
UC Santa Barbara two out of three over
the weekend. the breaks finally went
their way.
In the pmcess. SJSU improved its
record to 6-6 in the PCAA. 27-19 overall.

Baseball

Fdward Ledesma Daily staff photographer

Spartan pitcher Anthony Telford unleashes a pitch against ti(’ Santa Barbara Saturday. Sin! came from
hind to win this game 3-2. The Spartans took two of three from the Gauchos at Municipal Stadium.
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moving ivagen to third, lie scored moments later on Vicra’s sacrifice fly.
The Gauchos took the lead in the
10th as Quinn Mack’s single scored Joe
Kemp. Mack was out attempting to
stretch his single into a double.
But in the bottom of the inning.
SJSU won the game, scoring two runs on
two hits and three walks.
Tom Huller led off the inning with a
single. Rob Thomas ran for Butler, and
scored moments later on Vince Latham’s
double.
The Santa Barbara pitcher then
walked three consecutive Spartans. culminating with Eric Yamasaki’s on four
pitches which scored Latham with the
winning run.
"I’m not overly excited to get the
three hits," Haruff said. "I’m more excited about getting the win."
The Spartans lost three straight
prior to the start of the Santa Barbara series. They lost a non-league game to Sonoma State 3-2 last Tuesday. Before
that, they dropped two of three to Pacific, winning the first game 4-1, then
losing 4-0 and I 2- I
Today. SJSU hosts fourth -ranked
Stanford at 1 p.m. The two teams havc
met three times this year. with the Cardinal having won in two of those meetings.
The two teams met last on March 23
at Stanford. The Cardinal defeated the
Spartans 5-3. rallying for four runs in the,
seventh to get the win.
Ruben Amaro’s three-run home run
highlighted the four-run rally.
Haruff led the Spartans with two
hits, including a run -scoring single.
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In Saturday’s 3-2 come-from-behind win, the Spartans got fine pitching
from Anthony Telford. sound defense,
timely hitting and a few breaks. Friday.
they scored two runs in the bottom of the
10th inning to pull out a 7-6 win. The
Gauchos won Thursday’s game 6-4.
Trailing 2-1 heading into the bottom
of the eighth in Saturday’s game. SJSU
infielder Ferando Viera led off with a
single and Bob Straight pinch ran.Then
on a 3-2 count. Rick Anderson was hit
by a pitch.
Todd Eagen followed with a bunt
down the third base line. the third baseman’s throw was wide and Straight
scored, with Anderson going to third. He
scored the go-ahead run moments later
on a wild pitch.
"The hunt made things happen for
us." Piraro said. "I would liked to have
scored an insurance run, but I felt comfortable the way Telford was pitching."
Telford retired the side in order in
the ninth to nail down the win.
"Tony made the big pitches when
he had to," Piraro said. "To hold Santa
Barbara to just two runs is a tremendous
accomplishment."
Telford gave up two runs on seven
hits, struck out eight and walked three.
He got help from his defense.
namely ham in right field. Twice,

hagen made diving catches to take extra
base hits away.
In the fourth. Eagen took an extra
base hit away from F.rik Johnson by diving at the last minute to catch Johnson’s
hit. Had Eagen missed, Johnson probably would have gone for extra bases.
"I got on my toes as soon as Johnson hit the ball," F.agen said. "I caught
it with both hands to make sure the ball
didn’t pop out of my glove."
Then in the eighth with the Gauchos
holding a 2-1 lead, they had runners on
second and first with one out and Johnson at bat again. Johnson, who was twofor-three at that point, hit one into the
gap in right-center.
"I got a good enough angle on the
ball in order to have a chance to catch
it," Eagen said. "I went for it all the
way. I knew that if I didn’t catch it, it
would be a double and two runs. That
might have won the game for them."
In Friday’s game, the Spartans
spotted the Gauchos a 5-1 lead heading
into the home half of the seventh. Then
with two outs and the lapses empty, Mike
Haruff. who went three -for-four with
two runs scored, singled. Hewitt walked.
Johnny Dellinger ran for Hewitt. Pinch
hitter Greg Banda doubled to the corner
in right, scoring Haruff.
After a walk loaded the bases, Vicra
singled to center to drive in two runs
making the score 5-4.
The Spartans tied the score in the
ninth as ham, pinch hitting, led off the
inning with a single. Ho moved to second as the left fielder hobbled the ball.
Monte Brooks thco singled to right

YO & TRUE

WEST

Friday 8-11

Y Whole or Slices of
Homestyle Pies.
? Freshly Ground French
Roast Coffee and Other
Specialty Coffee Drinks.
? Large Gourmet
Sandwiches
? Delicious Homemade
Soups
? Stuffed Baked Potatoes
and Quiches
? Ice Cream Sundaes
Milkshakes and
Homemade Cookies

4weet</
?leo
Stylish Food To Stay Or Go’
One E San Fernando St
Between 1st and 2nd
2 Blocks from Campus
M -F 7 30am-6 30Pm
971-4PIE

Hawaiian Shaved Ice
75 small (reg. $1.00)
$1.00 large (reg. $1.25)

Many "yummy" flavors
Create your own sensation!
Try one ... they’re contagious

NOW OFFERING:
WAFFLE
CONES

COLOSSAL
COOKIES
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CSU system,
faculty await
report results
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Neighbors say fire
was no big surprise
FIRE, from page I
major burns and a third had minor bums
and a broken thumb.
San Jose city officials. according to
resident Scott Mathieson
who lives
across the street tram the shop -- have
been attempting to close the shop for the
past month because of outstanding violations involving material storage.
"It look, like they may have closed
themselves down .’ Mathieson said.
Madigan Was unsure if the city was
trying to close the shop down.
The blaze was contained at approximately 7 p.m. 1 raffic was blocked by
San Jose Police on Market Street between Viola and Reed streets.
Mathieson said he also saw one Krim in flames.
"I looked out and saw three men
coming out of the shop. Two were helping the third who was rolling around on
fire." Mathieson said.
The first of the four fire companies

Scare hug

was on the scene in approximately three
to four minutes. he said. Eighty-five firefighters were called to the scene. Madigan said.
The fire, which had flames that
went through the roof and window of the
shops. was not unexpected. Mathieson
said.
The shop, according to Mathieson.
is part of a business that takes cars that
have been involved in wrecks and rebuilds them to sell.
Mathieson said that neighbors base
been concerned about the shop for sonic
time.
"We’ve waited for something like
this. It’s not unexpected. We’ve been
smelling paint fumes for some time.
We’ve had the police out here 30 to 40
times in the last eight months." he said.
However. Mathieson said he did not
smell paint before this fire.
Madigan also said the tire was not
not caused by paint.

More than 40 issues unresolved

Committee to ban
A.S. funds for booze
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ALCOHOL, from page I
"The budget committee was also
alerted to this possible problem by the
number of alcohol -related lawsuits that
have been filed against fraternities and
sororities nationwide," she said.
Groups that currently use A.S.
funds for alcohol include the program
board and the art griller), said Gregg
Rose, A.S. executive assistant.
"Once a month the art gallery has
openings at which wine and beer are
served." said Rose.
However, Ted Gchrke. A.S. program board adviser, said the board
doesn’t use A.S. funds to buy alcohol.
.
"The funds for receptions come
Teri Cooper
from Student Union board funds." he
. . . sponsored programs direcroi
said.
But Gehrkc said that the program taken in the 1960s and 1970s.
board occasionally uses A.S. funds to
Because stores were not as compu
buy alcohol for bands that perform.
terized as they are now, groups were able
"Some groups require that alcohol to get around the stipulation. Lenart said.
be put in their dressing room," Gehrke
’’They would go to the grocery
said. "Ole stipulation may "very well
hurt" the program board’s ability to stores where the receipts would only
have
the prices. she said. Today, re
bring in bands. hc said.
However, he did point out that the ceipts list the item purchased.
If the stipulation is approved,
alcohol provided is usually only about a
case and a half of beer and a bottle of groups would be denied as soon as their
wine.
requests reach the A.S. business office.
"When we put on the Berlin con- Cooper said.
cert we were required to use the Civic
In order to have the stipulation
Auditorium’s catering. We spent $1,000
on food and beverages of which only waived, the group would need a twothirds vote of the A.S. board of direcabout $50 was for alcohol," he said.
tors, Cooper said.
The idea to keep A.S. funds from
Punishment for groups that Were iii
being used to buy alcohol is not new.
Jean I.enart, A.S. business office admin- illegally use the A.S. funds for alcohol
istrator, said that a similar measure was has not been set, she said.

Student challenges
frog dissection order
VICTOR V I IA Ai
I
Many
students might prefer to avoid dissecting
frogs in their biology classes, but how
Many are prepared to make a federal case
of it?
Jenifer Graham is, and she has the
backing of the Humane Society of the
United States in her battle with school
officials who say she must either cut up a
frog or leave class.
The 15 -year-old vegetarian and her
lawyers have failed to persuade the Victor Valley High School principal to let
Graham learn frog anatomy from a
model or computer program instead of
the real thing.
They’re scheduled to take their case
to the school board later this month, and
failing that, they’re prepared to file a
federal lawsuit. said 0.1. "Joe" Ramsey. the Sacramento attorney represent -

ing Graham free of charge.
Principal Julian Weaver did not return calls Monday seeking comment.
"The thing with this dissection is
that I’m not squeamish or emotional,"
Graham said Friday. "I’m not like that at
all. I could sit there and watch them if I
wanted to, but I don’t want to have any
part in it."
She said she objects to the raising of
captive animals, either for food or for research that involves unnecessarily killing
or maiming. Graham said she became a
vegetarian at age 10 under the guidance
of her mother, who adheres to the principles of the Theosophical Society, a
group that incorporates Christian, Hindu
and Buddhist thinking.
Ramsey maintains that the First
Amendment protects Graham’s moral
beliefs.

George Sakk estad -- Daily stall photographer
Francis Agjhani, an art sophomore, left, and Janet Rose, an English sophomore, come face to face with an intimidating piece of art,
which appears to have the couple in a death grip.

because tact finder Phillip lamoush, an
arbitrator called in to help settle the dispute, is making a %cry serious effort to
resolve the issues. Samit said.
The contract talks have not been entirel) unproductive Some issues have
been resolved while the two sides have
been negotiating.
An across-the-board 6.8 percent
salary increase for CSU faculty members
retroactive to July I and the continuation
of the Faculty Early Retirement Program
for most faculty have been granted by the
CSU trustees.
Among the unresolved issues are
university presidential power as it relates
to faculty governance, the faculty meritorous perfomunce award, the growing
number of temporary faculty and the lack
of an enforceable non-discrimination
clause in the contract.
The fad finder was appointed in
February to help settle the more than 40
unresolved issues between the two sides.
He completed his hearings last month
and his report will suggest possible solutions.
A fact finder, a professional arbitrator who has the added power to call hearings to gather information, was called in
after other steps in the negotiations
failed
The two sides have been trying to
hammer out a contract for the CSU faculty. represented by the California Faculty Association fur over a year.
Contract negotiations broke down
last spring and the mediator appointed
thereafter was declared ineffective last
December.
If the two parties remain deadlocked after the report is issued, CSU
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds can ultimately impose a settlement. Samit said.

ADVERTISE

277-3171
ADVERTISE
31JA.E.TaLai
L4ILui
Call 277-3171

Summer’s
Almost Here!
Paint America Corp. is
completing its final
recruitment for students
interested in operating
their own summer house
painting outlet. We are
also accepting
applications for painters
and painter foremen. No
experience or funds are
necessary. We will train.
Call (415) 355-6194 or
toll free 1-800-423-0471
ext. 541. Ask for Pete.
ENJOY YOUR
SUMMER
OUTDOORS’

Pulitzer
awarded to
SJSU alum
PHOTOGRAPHER, from page I
Born in Laramie, Wyo., Komenich
grew up in Manteca. After graduating
from SJSU, he went to work at the Contra Costa Times in 1979. Mc had worked
at his hometown Manteca Bulletin prior
lo coming to SJSU.
In 1983, he began working at the
Examiner.
Along with the Pulitzer, Komenich.
has twice won Photographer of the Year
honors from the San Francisco Bay Area
Press Photographers’ Association, Swan
said.
Sigma Delta Chi, the Society of
recently
Journalists,
Professional
awarded Komcnich the Distinguished
Photography,
Service Award for News
Swan said.
One of Komenich’s first professional clips after graduating was a photograph that was printed in I.ife magazine.
"The thing 1 remember telling
(Komenich) is, ’Don’t expect to make
Life magazine your first month out (of
" Swan said. "And sure
school
enough he did."
Komenich is the second Spartan
Daily photographer to win the Pulitzer.

CONTRACT, from page I
University system, who base been with
out a contract since June. to work out an
agreement with the chancellor’s office.
But because the findings of the report are not binding, they may only serve
as a basis for future negotiations. said
Jacob Swint. CSU vice chancellor and
chief negotiator for the 19-campus system
In addition to more than 40 unresolved issues that still separate the two
parties, each side has argued that the
other has presented distorted and misrepresented facts to back up its position.
"The CFA’a analysis is so flawed
. . . that it could be seen as bordering on
purposeful misrepresentation," Tom C.
Stickel was quoted as saying in the newsletter CSU Stateline. Stickel is chair of
the CSU Board of Trustees Committee
on Collective Bargaining.
"We stand behind every fact we’ve
er presented and the quality of our research," said CFA General Manager Ed
Purcell.
’’We call (the CSU Statelino the
State-lie," said Scott Rice. SJSU English professor and chapter president of
CFA.
The CFA has been doing an aggressive job of keeping the California Legislature informed of the progress of the
talks and some of CSU’s practices they
see as unfair. Rice has said.
If the CSU refuses to budge on key
issues after the fact finder’s report is issued, there will be a "political price to
pay in Sacramento. he said
Samit said he is optimistic about the
report solving the problems or serving as
hasis for future negotiations.
The report hasn’t been issued yet

Business Majors, Learn About

Global Business Experience
Offered By
U.S. Navy Supply Corps
You have used four critical years of your life
preparing for a career in business. Now you must
decide which career path you will follow.
If your career path is like that of most business
students, you will go directly from campus to
corporation. However, that path may not be best
for you. Before making your decision, you should
compare typical, entry-level corporate positions
to becoming a business professional in the Navy
Supply Corps.
Some of the most suceessful business and financial executives in the nation give credit to
business experience in the Supply Corps as a
major factor in their success. They include:
James D. Robinson III, Chairman American
Express
Edward Carlson. former Chairman/CEO of
UAL. Inc.

Private, portable, and easy to read, apt. Plus
can tell you if you’re pregnant in as fast as
10 minutes. Arid in 30 minutes if you’re not.
You can use It as soon as one day after a
missed period. apt. Plus, a fast arid easy
way to know for sure

Avo Career Possibilities
If you are accepted for a commission in the
Navy, career possibilities to you include:
I. The Supply Corps as a career.
2 Return to a civilian position after a tour of two
to four years. This option means you would be
trained for positions which otherwise would
never be offered to you.

Marriott. Chairman of Marriott Corp.

Benefits of Supply Corps experience include:
learning to work with people. development of a
global perspective, management techniques,
postgraduate education in business comparable to
an MBA. and competitive real income.

James Ketelson. CEO of Tenneco Inc.
Robert I. Stewart, President Liberty National
Life Ins. Co.
John .1 Pruis. Vice President corporate relations
Ball Corp.
This is a small part of a list that could be
extended to include other corporate executives, a
U.S. cabinet officer, ambassadors, and other
high-ranking government officials.

Business students may find out if they qualify
to join the elite business professionals in the
Supply Corps by attending a career-planning
presentation entitled "The United States Navy
Supply Corps. The Business Professionals of the
Navy."
This presentation will be conducted by LT
Scott Bailey one time only this semester at I p.m.
Wednesday. April 22. in the Monody() Room.
Student Union.

William

The pregnancy test for your
Wes only.

Supply Corps officers don’t
command ships or gun batteries.
Officers in the Navy Supply Corps operate one
of the largest and most complex business operations on the globe. This elite group makes up the
business professionals of the Navy.
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Former theater arts
prof Davee dies
By Larry Aragon
Daily staff writer
Paul W. Itavee. who taught acting and direction at SJSU from 1957
to 1978, died of an illness April 14.
Private services for the retired
SJSU ’theatre Arts Department professor are scheduled to begin at 2
p.m today at the Santa Barbara Cemetery
Born in Helena. Mont., Itavee,
71. produced more than 100 plays in
his career, directing 34 at SJS11. said
Kenneth Dorsi. Theatre Arts Ikpartment professor and long-time mend.
1)orst said he first worked with
laityce in 1957 on the play "Angel
Street." "It was really a joy to work
with a director who thoroughly believed in the play."
’the shows Davec has directed
were well -received by both the public
and the critics. Dorsi said.
"He was a very quiet. methodi-

A.S. gives
$4,800 in
allocations
By David Barr)
Daily stall writer
More than S4,81xl , as allocated to
three groups by the Ass.s. iatcd Students
Board of Directors at the April 8 meeting.
The Chicane Alliance, a group
which has only been on campus since
January. was allocated $2.155 to put on
a three-day celebration of Cinco de
Mayo. The celebration is slated for May
4-6, said former A.S. Controller Gabriel
Miramontes who represented the all -female group.
American Association of Airport
Executives was allocated a total of $2.000 in the form of a $1,000 direct allocation and a $1,000 underwrite which is
due at the end of the fall 1987 semester
The money will be used to put on a mini
conference for professionals and students
involved or interested in the airline industry.

cal. trien0 instructor who was v.,
liked by all of his students," Di a
said.
Dave,: earned his bachelor’s degree at River halls State Teachers
College in Wisconsin and his master’s degree and Ph. I). at the State
University of lowa
He taught in Montana’s public
schools from 1935 to 1937. at Montana State University from 1939 to
1940. at Montana’s Christian College
from 1440 to 1943. at the University
of Iowa from 1946 to 1953 and lam
ida State University trout 1951 to
1957.

A.S. president and committee
both want trust fund in budget
Ity Das id Barra
Daily stall writer
Both the Associated Students
get C
mince and A.S. President
Boothe agree that a 5541.000 trust
should he a part of the 1987-88
budget

Bud’tom
fund
A.S.

The trust fund. along with the rest
of the A.S. budget, will be decided at the
next A.S. hoard ot directors meeting
scheduled fOr Wednesdaa.

Device also served as a Navy
lieutenant at Okinawa and Iwo Jima
during World War II.

The fund, which would he a first for
the A.S "is designed Iii provide longtem fiscal solvency of the A.S. budget." according to the fund’s definition,
written by I.arry Rose. an associate professor of accounting and finance and a
member ot the budget committee.

Davee is sun.iveJ h his wife.
Peggy, his son. Steen, his daughter.
Wendy and grandson. Paul.

It would enable the board to have
..inergency reserves when needed.
Boothe said,

’It’s just like the money
that is used for Greek
Week, Homecoming.
(and) Black History
Month.’
Gabriel Miramontes,
Chicana Alliance representative

One reason for Rose’s proposal is to
keep student tees where they are, said
Monica Cushing. A.S. director of business affairs and chairwoman of the budget committee.
Another reason is the continued increase in groups asking for money.
Cushing said.
"We had six new groups this year
that required niore money." she said.
"It’s another way to satisfy the students "
1. he proposed repeal of last year’s
S8 student association fee increase.

We had six new groups this year that required more
money. It’s another way to satisfy the students.’
Monica Cushing,
A.S. director of business affairs

which appeared on the March 26 and 27
A.S. general election ballot. also got the
committee interested in the fund.
"The repeal was a scare." said
Cushing. "We want something in case
the fee is ever cut."
’the proposed fund was set up after
every single group had been allocated
funds in their budget, said Cushing.

five years.
However. the budget committee
and Boothe. w ho have to each submit a
budget, have differing proposals on how
the trust tund should he implemented.
The committee would like the fund
to be entirely in the Associated Students
general fund, said Cushing.

"We’re not going to cut anyone
out." said Cushing. ’’Those figures
were already decided on."

Under Boothe’s plan, the fund
would he allotted to two accounts, the
general fund account and the Instructurens Related Activities account.

The nioney. if approved, would be
put into -risk tree accounts:* said ’ten
Cooper, budget committee member and
A.S. director of sponsored programs.

At the April a meeting. Boothe said
he wants the fund separated so it will not
go against the fee initiative, which was
passed in a special May 1986 election.

"We’re not going to invest in the
stock market or in gold." Cooper said.
The money could not he used Mr
"legislative, executive or normal operating expenses." according to the AS
trust policy. Interest on the account also
can’t he touched by the A.S. board for

the initiative stated that student
lees would he raised by $8 a semester
and that the IRA account would be at
least 30 percent of tee revenues.
The trust fund being proposed by
the budget committee would cause the
IRA account mit he cut to 27.6 percent.

this would violate what the Responsible Alliance party promised to do
in its 19116 party platform. said Brxithe,
who ran on the REAL ticket in 1986 and
1987.
The platform stated the party would
"uphold the results of student elections
Students passed initiatives that will receive the full support of the REAL Party
in both letter and spirit We honor the
students’ votes "
"It would he Minimal." Boothe
said at the meeting.
The election board reached this figure as a sound "fiscal decision," not as a
"politic ial organiaation." Cooper said.
"I don’t believe it can be done,"
Boothe said. "It would jeopardrte
IRA."
Boothe also said he believes that the
budget co llllll ittee’s proposal is too limited.
It stipulates that 30 percent of the
proposed budget committee trust fund
would go to the IRA, he said.
"It’s a question of flexibility...
Boothe said. "His proposed trust fund
would have stipulations but it would not
state where the money would have to
SJS11 would not be the first A.S. in
the California State University system to
have such a fund. Cooper said. San
Diego State’s A.S. currently has a trust
fund that is at $1.5 million.

6alileo often contemplated whether Lowenbrau’s formula for the best
way in the world to brew beer was also the best way in the universe.

A total of $410 was given to Ak
bayan to put on a cultural program which
will focus on the three regions of the
Philippines.
The special allocations fund, which
provided the money, now has 52.200 left
in it, A.S. Controller Robert CrU7 said
Because special allocations is I inished for the year. unused money will he
returned to the general A .S fund.
Only one group this semester. Out
spoken, which is attempting to distribute
a magaaine. was denied its request by
special allocations. The main reason
given was that there would be no continuity since the group was moving offcampus next semester.
Earlier this semester, the Turkish
Folklore and tourism Club also had its
request of 51,348 denied but that was the
result of a veto by A.S. President Tom
Boothe.
All three groups, which appeared
Wednesday, had little trouble getting
their requests approved but they would
have liked more.
The Chicane Alliance had originally
put in a request for $2,455. But special
allocations, in its April 6 meeting, cut
that amount to $2,155.
"The amount is flexible and will
help out." Miramontes said.
The Chicane Alliance is not the first
group to be funded for the Cinco de
Mayo celebration. last year. El Contain)
was allocated $2.125 for the event. In
1985 and 1984. the A.S. allocated $2.800 and $1,800 to other groups. Miramontes said.

In a little known footnote to
Galileo’s busy career as inventor,
physicist, and astronomer, it was
also discovered that he was an expert on beer and its relationships
to the universe. "The Madman,"
as Galileo was known to friends,
scientifically concluded during indepth taste tests that Lowenbrau’s
Bavarian supervision, plus the
richness of Bavarian hops brewed
fresh and smooth, was truly the
best way in the world to brew beer.
Tragically, Galileo’s findings
were destroyed in what is now
known as the "Big Lowenbrau
Bash of 1593" at which his soonto-be-former girlfriend, Sophie,
spilled beer all over the records.
Lucidly, by conducting your own
taste tests with Liiwenbrau today,
you’ll realize what Galileo did
hundreds of years ago... it’s the
best way in the world to brew beer.

"It’s just like the money that is used
for Greek Week, Homecoming. Black
History Month. and Asian Spnng Festival." he said.
Ibis year’s event is spanning three
days. Miramontes said. In previous
years. the event was held on one day -Program Adjustment Day the money
will be used for operating expenses. publicity and programs.
The Airline Executives had orgirally requested $4,925 before special allocations reduced the amount.
the October conference, which
would be a first for the group, is aimed at
enabling aeronautics, marketing, business and engineering students to further
their education and make contacts.
Similar conferences are also held at
the University of California at Berkeley
and in North Dakota, said club representatise Jennifer Donohue.
1 hmohue said she was pleased that
the A.S. voted 11-0 to fund the group.
"It was great to ice the A.S. give
their unanimous support," she said.
However, the lowered amount may keep
the group, which wanted to bring in 55
professionals, from providing air fare
and hotel accommodations for them as
originally intended. said Donohue.
Now the group will stage a publicity
campaign, through fliers. to get the necessary professionals to attend
The other group to get money was
Akbayan. which had requested an allocation of 5560.
The $410 will be used to put on a
show, which will focus on the three
major regions of the Philippines
Luzon. Mindanao and the V isayas.
At the special allocation meeting,
the India Students Association was allocated $200 for a program of Indian classical music.

This World Calls
for Lowenbrau.
--
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SJSI: coaches expressed support and concern for newly
*pointed Intercollegiate Athletics Director Randy Hoffman at
Pe,cent meeting.
He appeared Co be a very impressive fellow." football
Head Coach Claude Gilbert said. "He seemed open and direct
Hoffman comes from the University of Maryland and is
slated to begin his SJSU career on May I.

Masculine sons of Sparta need not tell their children 01
backbreaking college days over a wash tub. Even the athletes.
it seems. arc growing soft in this machine age
Reason? The varstty house has acquired a washing ma
chine. No longer will talented "paw,- be used for iisslitf tht.
javelin, the football, or the Grecian platter toil over a slim tti
pair of cords.
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The union representing the employees of the Associated
Students is considering legal action against the A.S. because of
delays in contract negotiations.
The employees joined the International Brothertnxid of
Painters and Allied Trade Unions in September and have still
not worked out or signed ii contract with the AS., said Glenn
Wtxxihouse, a business agent with the union.
If the delay continues. the union will file an "unfair labor
practice’ complaint. Woodhoue said
Roger Wert. A S s itx president and in charge of negotiations said this would not be necessarx . because the contract has
been reviewed by the A.S. and will likely be returned soon to
thc employees tor their approval.
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The Spartan Foundation is planning to kick off its first SI
million fundraising drive .1hursday.
The four-week drive will raise money to fund women’s
and men’s athletics scholarships.
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Sports
SJSU basketball
month for a spot on the I
to be held in August

Ricky Berry will try out next
S team for the Pan American games
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The Fairness committee unanimously agreed yesterday
that lowered grades or threats of lowered grades is not warranted because of sex, race, religion, or political views of the
student, or because of conduct outside of the classrooms. Including public cnticism of an instructor, or other personal
clashes.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PRO
GRAM Enhance personal & pro
fesslonal growth.. Volunteer In
ern In world renowned local
program
Counseling, support
.rvIces. fidmin data processing
public ewer..., fundelsIng,
etc Al. & mono-lingual. all majors. grad & undergrad Expori
once from clerical to post -grad.
intro-loextrovert WE NEED YOU
Near campus ICEF PO Box
957. S J 95108, call 280-5055
LEARN MORE ABOUT GREEK LIFE"
FreternIty & sorority presentation
APRIL 2Ist et Rpm at MOUI PER
HALL A el 9pm at WASHBURN
HALL.
Refreshments will
be
servedl Come join the fun,
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your teeth, eyes
and money tagS For information
and brochure see AS Office or
call (408) 3714811
WILL YOU GET A share of $12 billion
Student old fund In 17 or ’88"
Fled out where. when, and how to
&PPR! DANA REPORT, $5 Student Information Center, P0 Box
3483. Sante Clara. Ca 95051

AUTOMOTIVE
74 CHEVY VFGA 706

Easy neint

Great commuter car
9479

5800

287

COMPUTERS
WE
"

SELL IBM COMPATIBLE corn.
pular XT complete system for
5576 AT complete system tor
51195 PC-COM. computer & sc.
cessorles 404 S 3rd St., corner of
San Salvador. 795.1806 We ac-

Mc

cept Visa or

weekend shill (Friday. Saturday.
Sunday. Mondey) Requires US
ctlizenshIp a technical orients,
lion end good record keeping

. . . in 1971

skills Call Liz at 14151 493-1800.
eel 445
JOBS’ JOBS. JOBS. Ideal for stu
dents Join OUI MarkelIng sten
Tske new end renewsi magazine
orders by phone Mon -Weds &
Sat 5 Sun Outstanding sterling
potential Call 370-9090
NA TIONAI UNIVERSITY Is expanding
the San Jose campus end has a
lItretY of PeRtirne & lull -time po,
sitions available Contsct Helen
Huber at 791-5400
OLDER BROTHER TYPE wanted tor
12 yr old boy Child cereit housekeeping In tech for on & brd 5
or yard work II you want
Foothills are.. 259-9645

East

PAINT AMERICA. Student painters.
full -tine, greet opportunity Call
Paul 01 903.4900 277-8164
PART 5

rm.’.

TIME RETAIL HELP.

National firm preparing for Spring
& Summer work If accepted, you
wilt earn 511 75 starting, PT 1201
earn per wk equal 5735 FT (40)
earnings per Mt equal $470 No
cap Is needed because of our in
tensive on Me lob ’reining prograrn Good Math & reading skills
are plus Some evening & week.
end positions are evaieble &
some 11.001111y Is allowed during
flnal exerte in addition, If you
duality,

corporate

scholarshIps

are awarded. Internships are possible. & you min earn 2,3.4 credits qtr or semester During your
winter. spring & especially summer brooks, full time work is evali

FOR SALE

Cell today for info San interviees.
or call Moir Fri between 10em &

FUTONS" CREATE YOUR own living

2prn 275,9885 if the One is busy.
please be potent & try again An
adoel opportunity company’

sleeping space with our tulons.
pillows & frames Customs Fu.
Ions & Pillows Plus 900 S Win
chaster Blvd (betwn Moorpark &
Williarns)San Jose 296-6161 10%
Discount on futons w ad
’YOU

CAN
DEL TA

OWN A SEW GRAND
10-speed for less than

Bicycle Sales oilers
low-cosl transportation needs for
$85

MHC

the student All sales final 30 day
guarantee Days 9427736. Eves
293-4780 ask for Joe

HELP WANTED
ACCOUNTING.P T flex hours.strong
collections bkgrnd, cash receipts
& deposits (408)717,7757
AIRLINES

CRUISEL INES

Summer

.

HIRING’

Career‘

Good
Pay
Travel Call for guide. cassette
...service. pun 944-4444 420

CLERICAL

HELP NEEDED for I os
Gatos operation Must be sates
orient.] end have computer ex
pretence Must type 60-65 wpm
Call Roy al 358.7866

E01 I EGE STUDENTS EARN 56-510
per hour working parttone on
campus

hours, weekly paychecks $7 to
5 hourly commission complete
training provided Great experience for your resume R C SMITH
CORP .247-0070
PART TIME SAL ES. Resume and writ
log .rvIce excellent commis
slons Ray Area most expert.
enced Student discounts Career
Center al 243-4070
PROMOTER

PHOTOGRAPHER

looking for young adults who
went. career In the MODEL ING
prolesslon Call Howard for ho.
the? info 723-4096
San Jose s flnest athiellc club has
ml pt openings for desk restaurant
and nine. posItIons Call MI.
at 767-3700
Full
OFFICERS...
SECURITY
lime part time, all shills. We will
train Apply In person Mon En
garr.-4pm, 260 Meridian An,, San
Jose. call 286.5880

For more intormation

cell 1-800-932,0578
DRIVERS POSITIONS. Pert time-Avis
Rent A Car Is now accepting @optic/Minns at 115 San Jose Airport
location Pee. apply al 1455
NE Airport Blvd between 8.6
and 4prn. Monday through FrIcloy
EARN $400-5600 per month part lime
52000-56000 lull time Cell Mike al
354,7029
EARN 5200-6250 CASH WEEKENDS
Multiplan. DANA Raped SA Student information Center, P0 Roe
3463, Santa Clara, C. 95051
EARN $100 to 5500 and more weakly
Homeworkers needed for company project Work In your spare
time For further information rush
stamped sell eddress. envelope
to JRK Mellcompany P 0 Box 15.
Gelded Ca 91310
EARN 5100 lo 5500 and more weekly
Homeworkers needed for company project Work In your spare
time For further information rush
stamped self addressed envelope
to JEW Moilcompany, P0 Box 24.
Castel, Ca 91310
ENCYCI OPEDIA

Sat ES.

M. your

6240 per
prosprody ...ern
We. plus additional incentive
payment We oder complete line
Of educational products We otter
free video training For an Interown

view call Mr Mead Si 241,3295
’Put MIA RESTAURANT Is occeptIng
Cod
btes.
for
applIcatIons
waiter lunch and diner Good
student job Call 7866161 374 S
tat St
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY. Be a counselor at Comp
Wien. in NE Penn Warm. tun
lemily sloes Spectellsts needed
in all sport. wilterhont. rl
computs. camping Campus in

WXCEPTIONAI

Write 570
arranged
B roadway I ynbrool. NO 11553 or
cell 516-599-4562
eel..

PART TIME JOBS". We marker solo
club memberships tor the major
oil companies Part-time, easy

SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS AIDE’, Caring for children 2.5 yrs near campus $3 50 hr Cell 293.2268
TEL FMARKFTING
lull part time

START

TODAY

flexible hours
546, to sten
commission &
bonus A netional carpet cleaning
company is looking for enthuses.
110 persons to help expand Its Rey
sr. operation Call now 9880710

TEl EMARKETING, START TODA v
Work In
frendly etnesphere
We will train you to mesa top
Earn 55 25 hour plus bonuses
and nightly Incentives We want
entheleatic people
Monday through Friday from 4 309pre end Saturday 10 to 3pm With
right person. hours can be Davi
be Call 378-33/2, ask for KIM
TGI FRIDAY s RESTAURANT now hiring welter eases 11 Ilna cooks
Apply in person btwn 2-1 wiotys
10343N Wolfe Rd Cupertino

bed
one
Cali
es

ervation now also.
200RM. 20TH secure bldg Parking,
walk to SJSU 5625 mu
de.
posit Call 279-5070
9205

DECORATOR APARTMENT.
CONDO style. I bedroom Aell.
able for meture person long term
preferred Must be financially responsible clean. quiet end sober
only 551-553 S 6th Si , 793,
0989 287,2077 Okra 5pm $450
SINGLE OCCUPANCY

1920 s DECORATOR APARTMENT
CONDO style. 1 bedroom Avail
able tor mature person long term
preferred Must be financially re
sponsIble clean, quiet and sobe
only 551 553 S 6th St 293.0989
after 5pm 5450 SINGI F OCCU
PANGS’

PERSONALS
ANDROGYNOUS sell -applied hair 8.
skin care Assured confidential
info VIK TORY...tor) Ind deb
770-3774 or 629-7724. SH 211 M
T
New
unadvertised
creek
through.
EXPL ORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE.
Firstc isss metaphysical counsel
Mg is excellent for finding life di
rectIon and purpose, voctional
guidance, deep sell -knowledge,
clargyIng
lite
transitions,
reletionship compatibility, and
profound insights into life dynam
Ica and your soul’s path I have
been in private prectIce es a Professions! Psychic Consultant end
Astrologer since 1970 and use a
vest arrey of techniques in serv.
log you A single session does
the tob-amazingly rapld, effective
and practical 575 hr. 545 30 min
Reterences. Carol WIllis. M A Call
(408) 734-9110 for appointment or
lobe placed on the mailing lel for
lectures workshops classes
FEMAI. E COMPANION
live with sincere

WANTED to
handlcapped

man Want to establish a lasting
relationship. Please call Brian et
796-2308
FLOTATION RE L AX A TION

Stressed
out" Come to the only float.
alum in Northern California imagine yourself floating on a 30% se.
line solution Your body forgets
the water
The muscles net
usually hold you against gravity
can now lam Go, The experience
is like hosting In space Results’
Total muscular relsertion You

come away from the experience
feeling you 00 b.n vacationing
tor, week in Maui Call now tor information or beller still es e brat
bole floater call for an appointrnent and bring this ad for a 25%
discount a floet for $30 TRAN
Gull tTY PI ACE, 445 Washington
St. Santa Clara, Ca (408) 1437/00
HILL EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shabbet dinners. pant..
Sunday brunches lectures. Tue.
day I unch end 1 tern , Israeli
dancing
holiday celebrations
For information call Wei at 294.
8311
IF YOU ARE PREGNANT and considering adoption we are happily
marred

childless couple Call
anytime 1415007-3793, keep trying
All cells contidentel ex
p.n.s raised to pregnency lobe

Box 90359, Son Jos. C

SHARI FERNANDE7. Where an, you"
Are you de." C11 me or write

Gen house veer SJSU 5325 mo
plus Willie. 559-8216 eves
ROOMMATE ANTI) to share 4 Won
house w 3 girls Large rrn w own
bthrrn eels in closet, asperse entrsnc
Has washer caller nIc
yard A garage $325 mu, coil cloys
432 1727 .253. eve. 293-3507
STUDIO APT. 2 miles NORTH of cam
pus $4425 rho has @Ara rrn (study bdrm for one)
Call MIMS/ 2754509 or -800-874-8700
Also

need

pad -time

manager
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price Unwanted Hair Disappears
WIth My Core
Gwen Cheigren
E
559-3500.1645 S Bescom
Ave. CC
Heir Today Gone to -

DATA ANAL YSIS
Clear expla
nations reasonable UN1 5 mulliva
nate statistics 7135 Research

1

.

WELL MEN, MBY... /IT LEAST IT Liioer
okii- sly tdE 60 LEAVE A PERVieNT
SCAR.
OVER MY PLACE
Inc /
AND CHINE THAT?
i/v/i4 /
1 ,;
-.ii,‘).,.

5
/

1

\ .1

1

Home On The Range

Bill Lukas

Assoc .(415)349-4407
EDITORIAI

SERVICES

go - wHAT A t41Lt7,-.\
WEEK ol" VitiCATior I HOPE VOL) ALL HAvE
Reco vc e CD

RE writing

Thesis development preparslion
Statistics All tields Catalog Ber
keley 14151 526-4957. 841-5036
EE s IE s is that ELECTRONIC DESIGN PROJECT due and you have
no resources tor Ideas or whet to
build" SHI Electronlcs Is committed to offer low cost consult.
log needs for the student Call
dew 947-7736
ask tor Joe

Eves

293.4780

ELECTROLYSIS
CI INIC."
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever
Confidential
335 S
Beywood
Ave San Jose. cell 747-7486 for

1,1

appointment
KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS opened. re
keying, locks & deadbolts installed newer Wynn Call 900
to 6.00 Mon thru Sat ISue by
appt only) licensed-bonded-mo,
bile 10., discount on tabor with
Ibis ed Special rates tor senior

Classified
perlenced, professional word propapers
re
cessing
theses
sumes, office overflow, mailings.
newsletters

Student Discounts
Guaranteed woe Only 10 minutes trom campus Words and
More 1Parnelat 923 7610

citizens, SJSU students. staff 8.
faculty FREE estineles ’EMERGENCIES ANYTIME’
Call Ron
Hughes, Evergreen Locksmith &
Security Services, 270-3277. San
Jose All work gueranteed
PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Deslr. Michel, formerly of KSJS
You ye got the party, we ve got
the music, Michel Productions

provides a wide variety of music
for your wedding, party, or dance
at reesonable rates Cell Desiree
or Phil at 749-2820 4325333
PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by a SJSU grad Cherish
your priceless memories forever
Budget and deluxe packages
sysliable Complimentary 8
10
when you mention this ad For

A

BEST PAPER when we ye word.
processed It. Prolesslonal typing editing of your term papers
the.s letters, whatever Guer
anl.d excellence Experienced
word processors
dependable.
test and available N E San Jose
Call 251,0449

ACADEMIC

AND

PROFESSIONAL

word processing PJ s Word ProcessMg Service offers quality,
guarente. work Exporlenced in
term papers thesis, group pro
jects resumes. manuscripts and
letters Only minutes from campus Call PJ 01 923-7300
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING -9238461 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
All ’Goleta (APA. ML A, Turabian

FREE
appointment
call Paul
Smith Photography et 2511329
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
1(1/71RiAN Distinctive portraiture

etc (and group protects welcome
Erea spell check and disk storage
Experienced thesis end public.
Ilon typist Slanderd end micro -

with a sensitive touch A variety
01 packages to choose horn all
reasonably priced By appoint.
rent (408)259-5941

cassette transcription Word processing Instruction evadable 910
appointment
By
5
Mon Frl

TYPING

Chrystal 973-8461

AAA.

ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT.
ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACKNOWLEDGE-ART F in typing that’s tops
bust Tony 796-2087
Thanks

ACCOMPL GHFn.
ACCURATE
AWARD WINNING typist 10 min
utes from SJSU 10 years expen.
once typing research papers
manuscripts tape transcription
snd will meet all desdlines Hourly

St 50 per page double spaced
A...liable seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guaranteed Then.

rates Work gueranteed
251,5942

A A AAH

PERFECTION.
I ASFR
PRINTER typeset quality output
Word processing al Its best Have

Jane at

APO forme’, term paper, thesis welcomed 10 years typing word processing exp 1,11,1 quality print.

done own nesters thesis Expert
enc. In resumes, letters theses,
prolessionel backup & group
projects No lob 100 IMO Or loo
lerge Reasonable Call Rade al
976-4370 TODAY.

Mg

Very compentive Wes and
fast turn eround walleble Students receive discount with ID
ask for
Access Data. 181-4982
Teresa
API US TYPING 12 years as pollen.
1 1 block from bus bide Rapid

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER *very time Ex,

turnaround SolectrIc II & Epson
10-000
minimum
51 50 page
charge $5 Available seven days
a week Call Tom at 792-409K
BEARABLE
WORD
PROCESSING
Term papers, theses book menu
scripts resumes
mailing lists. etc

cover letters
Minor editing

available Eree disk storage SR
isfactIon guaranteed
Call Nile
deeve message) 267.2149
BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA last. accurate typing end
word processing avsltabe seven
days a week Academic business
and personal typing welcome
C1.11355-1017
BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL
Two
finger typing gol you down" Then
call Gall at A WORD OR TWO for
guttlity typing of reports end
theses 287.8442. If no answer
pleasa leave message
CAL I

LINDA

FOR

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Reports.
theses. group protects resumes
APA a specialty Oulck return on
all papers All won. guaranteed

Per page and hourly retes Alma.
den Brenham sea Free disk storage
PROF
STENO
TYPING
SERVICE al 2646504
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING,
All types of papers. all lengths
St 60 page typing 5 spelling,dou,
ble space 51 85 page typing &
full proof reading Campbell ales local pickup & deltvery 8664960
SECRET ARIA1
DAYSTAR
Proles
atonal student typist end skilled
word processor Dependable and
test’ Perfect finished documents
from laser printer (no typos,
whiteout. etc I 51 50 pen page
Call Sharon at 358-7717 (To my
repeal clients, cell to reserve time
for your protects before end -of.
semester rush Is on, t
EDITING WORD PROCESSING 286,
9448 Former English nervy can
assist w grammar. vocabulery
.nenc
Structur
Term re.

.arch papers (APA. Turabian
Campbell)
also resumes cove
let legible copy please Students
and lecully welcome Willow Glen
area easy to locale
Morton 266.9448

Call

Mrs

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term tepee’s, research papers.
theses & dissertations (Campbell.
Turebian. APA 3rd 041 scr.n,
plays, resumes. cover & followup
tatters manuscripts (books articles. short Stores) transcription
FREE SPEI CHEK, copy edlt (If requested), proof, disc storege Student foculty
dIscourds
turnaround Santa Clers
5825

Quick
246-

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
ecedernIc, business legal word
processing needs Term papers.
reporta. resumes, cover letters
group projects manuals theses
disertatIons. etc All ecademtc
formats
APA Fr’, disk stor
age SPE! CHFK punctuation and
grammar assistance
All wont
guaranteed Professional. quick 5
dependable service at AFFORDS(
RI E RATES." Cell Pam et 2477691 (Sane Clara) Further eyings wIth referral discounts’
PROCESS IT WRITE.. Faculty and slu
dents can rely on accurifte
timely productIon of newsletters,
reports.

resumes publicotions
menusc Opts
correspondence
etc Will aid In grammar spelling
punclelion For prompt 7 day
response

leave message
Pamela at 280.1821

for

PROFESSIONAL EDITING OF term pa
pros theses and dissertations

Communications al 988.1602
SUCCESS ENTERPRISES PROFEStyping end business
StONA1
services Fast, reasonable and
neer universlly Call (4081 292.
4047
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROEFFSSIONAL typing 8, business services Fast reasonsble. and sew
university Call 14081292-4047
TERM PAPERS
RESUMES.. Need
help" Coll $ 0 S ’ Wad Processing Spell Check Letter DualResumes 110 copies
Envelopes
Inc! I Cover @tiers
choice of paper
Photocopies
Inexpensive
vet
Experienced
735-8845 1Sue) Sunnyvale
ity Printers

RE ASONAFIL
RATES"
Santa Clara wen Cell Patti at 745-

TYPING..
5633

TYPING $200 page resume 55 sup.
minimum charge 55 We use Mal
compatible Wordstar word processor end letter queNty pnnter
PC COM. 404 S 3rd St corner of
San Salvedor One bloat heel
campus Cali 295-1606
WORD EXPERTISE Word Processing
thesis dissertation manuscript
English French Spanish
371-8210

(AM

WORD PROCESSING. Term papers,
reports. etc Students. faculty
Fast accurate Convenient loc.
Bon on 12801 eigh Cell Linde let
Ides at 998-0764

wonn rnocrssiNo,

Studente Instructors small business Term
papers thesis. resumes man
uois dissertations mass mailing
spell

Please Call 554-8650
RESUMES". DIstinctive and Proles
atonal We wrtte and print your resume. pre.ntIng your guatttic
lions in a way that gets you the
lob I stler quallty laser prInting
Cover letters and envelopes oleo
avail Reasonable rates Student
discounts Call us, Dion Rusin*.

check. elc
Reasonable
rates Call K & R Desktop Services el 274 7671 I indted PiCk LIP
b delivery
7FF s TYPING AND SECRETARIAL
SERVICES rest wrote.e work
evalloble sewn days 040k located In Ice Blossom HIll Sent.
Teresa ores Call 365-1017

Print Your Ad Here
Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
,111111111111111111111111111111,_,_

Two
One
Day
Days
L nes $355
$435
4 Lines $435 $515
5 Lines $515 $600
L tries $595 $680
Each Additional I ine Add $

SUGAR -I IPS, why wont you answer
my calls" I eel the same thou!
you
Please ISIS to me’ Your
SNICKER -BAR BOY

SERVICES
BACKACHE? PALMER COLLEGE OF
CHIROPRACTIC -West I. currently
wcepting patients for FREE as
o rnInetIons A treetrezny Its parrot
research protect If you hove
had low beck pain for more than
are 20-55 years old,
pl.se
call
college
the
el
(408)244.8907 x401

Three
Days
$4 75
$555
$635
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

Five
Days
$5 20
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10.14 lines $63 00
5-9 Lines $46 00
t 5 Plus Lines $80 00

1111111111111111111111111111111

111111111;!_1211111111111111.

1111111111111111111111111J11111

Print Name
Phone_

Address

Phone 277-3175

John 0 Roe 7939 SCU 95053

se months

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces tor each hne)

95109

ROD PIERCE. Thank you for being the
or...est friend snyone could ask
for i hope your 21.1 birthday
laday Is es special es you ere IIY
CHERI PS Rod, Rick.. Eric Rob
& the whole Spartan RR team.

furnished. color TV VCR and
housekeeping servIce Shared or
single rooms @yolked. Office 77
N 5th St , colt 996-0234
share Willow

’
Gene Mahoney

Good Clean Fun

bikini, tummy, moustache etc I
15 percent discount lo students
and faculty Call before June I
1987 and get your first appt St I 2

color catalog, VCR’s jewelry end
more FREE Information please
wilt. Nation. Horne Shoppers.

SCOTT WRINKI F You are our god
end weeder. you 1000, your men
club

r to

4.4.

INSTANT CREDIT.. NO credit
No Interest charge.’ You ore ellgi,
blet Unlimited credit line with toll

HOUSING’ Near San
Jose State for student. Don’t
halishl parking. walk to school
free utilities monthly disc Fully

ROOM FOR RENT OA

BARE IT ALL’Stop shoving waxing
tweezing or using chemical depth
tones let me permanently re
move your unwanted hal. (chin

SPRNG13REAK.

discussed

GOODL UCK today in the game.
KIL 1 STANFORD.

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE

/421

WHAT
HAPPENED
TO ‘ft U
LE&

WEWT
SKIING
LAST
WEEK.

I’LL MESMERUS(/Z
20A1T711/NK OF
so
IZE THIS ailalrIVEMCISE114 a ASA 51-1- Am
unfit FittAiT 1577i15DT
ER,MISS.I Ain
I
USE OfICREGN occupAro? CELIBATE.
I
’ Lii6E5.‘; , , 7 As
.., /

starling In May
large 2
not with 2 big baths Cempus
block 5650 mo Securtly bldg
2075316 867.0641 Make Fail

Sheila Neal

ISAAC
WHAT HAPPENED
To you?

’’The permanent War Between Students and Teachers will be the topic of a talk by Dr. Harry M. Newmann, prokssoi
of philosophy and government.
A critic of what he terms the political unisersitx . Dr.
Newmann believes two types of teachers should be dismissed
from public universities, one who conveys his particular ideology to his class and other who he states "is not committed 10
the United States in its global cold war or hot Mild with Rutsia or China."
As for his own policy Dr. Newmann has been known 1,,
give grades of "unsatisfactory" to any ot his students who nc
glect exams and papers to engage in social or political protest

SUMMER RATES NOW

4,1-7

Isaac Newt

Classified
EXHAUST
PROC
OPERATORS
NEEDED at VARIAN Full time.

(1 .4.1

IL

h.

and

I ’age7

City & State
Enclosed is $
Circle a Classification
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

Stereo

Typing

Lost & Found
Computers

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Lines

Mays

Class,hed Desk Located Outside 0e14208
Hours 9-00 A M to33OR M
Deadline- Two days poor to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
a

I uesday, April 21, I987/Spartan Daily

t

Now there’s more
than one way to get
through college.
I

File

Edit

Window

I

Search Iorm.l Font Style
Preludes Conflict IMPI

file

Edit

Draw

Moue

Measure

animation

Wordsworth’s Prelude vs. Honda’s PreludeWarlds in Cab’s/on
As Thomas More said shortly before his untimely demise "There is
no hurt on earth that is beyond heavenly help"
How does this simple, poignant, powerful thought relate to
the inherent tension evident in the contrast between Wordsworth’s
immortal 77,r /hVair
s
Poem vs Cer Student Preferences
and that more recent
520
460
(and better recog416
nized) offering from
n
364
one of Japan’s
.R 312
260
pre -eminent
H
a
.
Motorrtists
200
The
156
104
Corporation?
52
First, let’s con0
sider the facts

If you want to get ahead in college,
it helps if you choose a brilliant roommate. Like a Macintosh" personal computer. And now there are two models
from which you can choose.
First, there’s the Macintosh Plusnow
widely accepted by students at colleges
and universities all across the country
It comes with one 800K disk drive
and a full megabyte of memory (which
is expandable to four).
For those of you who need even
more power, there’s the Macintosh SE.
It comes with all of the above. As

well as a built-in 20-megabyte hard
disk, for storing up to 10,000 pages.
Or if you prefer, you can add a second
built-in 800K floppy drive.
The SE also gives you a choice of
two new keyboards, one with function
keys for special applications.
And it has an internal expansion
slot so you can add new power without
performing major surgery Like a card
that lets you share information over
a campus-wide network. Or another
that lets you run MS-DOS programs.
With either Macintosh, you’ll be

able to take advantage of the latest,
most advanced software.
Like idea processors that outline
your thoughts. Word processors for
writing, editing and checking your
spelling. And communications programs that give you 24-hour access
to valuable information.
So no matter which model
you decide onyou’ll be able to work
much faster, better and smarterit
No two ways about it.

The powertobeyourbest
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